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As our nation strives to have all students graduate from high school ready for college and other postsecondary learning opportunities, we have to confront the reality that we are far from achieving this goal. The problem is most severe with economically disadvantaged students. For example, in states where all eleventh graders take the ACT® college readiness assessment, only 45% of low-income students in 2012 met the ACT College Readiness Benchmarks in English, 30% in reading, 21% in mathematics, and 13% in science.¹

For many students, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds, learning gaps appear in early childhood.² Large numbers of disadvantaged students enter kindergarten behind in early reading and mathematics skills, oral language development, vocabulary, and general knowledge. This situation poses a challenge for intervention models that presume that 15% or so of students need short-term additional help, 5% or so need long-term intervention, and the regular academic program will take care of the rest.³ In cases where the great majority of students are academically behind and need major assistance, the regular academic program must be upgraded to deliver a richer curriculum to all students. Such a curriculum is highly beneficial for all students, but is especially critical for disadvantaged students, who often arrive from home with limited knowledge and vocabulary. School districts must develop a system of practices that enable such a curriculum to be taught effectively.⁴

Why Early Learning Is Important

That learning gaps emerge early, particularly among disadvantaged students, is one of the better-documented facts in education.⁵ Students who do not have a good start usually do not thrive later on. That is due not only to the fact that students in stressful environments with limited learning opportunities often remain in those environments, but also because early learning itself facilitates later learning—students who already know more about a topic often have an easier time learning additional information on the same topic, and early exposure to knowledge can stimulate students to want to learn more.⁶

Getting students off to a good start in preschool and the elementary grades is vitally important for several reasons:

Learning takes time. Research studies have addressed the value of allowing sufficient time per topic for students to adequately master the topic.⁷ This implies that subject-matter learning should be spread out over many years to permit a range of topics to be addressed in adequate depth. For example, one well-known curriculum for the elementary and middle grades spreads the study of US History out over all of those grades, covering fewer topics in greater depth in each grade.⁸

Learning is cumulative. In a well-designed curriculum, learning in the upper grades builds on prior learning in the lower grades.⁹ This is most obvious in the case of mathematics, but is also true for other content areas such as science, history, geography, literature, and the arts. For example, students learning about glucose metabolism in high school biology classes benefit from having learned the necessary prior knowledge about chemistry in elementary and middle school.
Student interests often develop at an early age. Students with the good fortune to be exposed to rich content in science, history, and other subjects at a young age may develop an interest in those subjects. Interest, in turn, leads to greater learning. Disadvantaged students often depend on their schools for this exposure, since their access to content outside of school may be limited. Simply having the content available in libraries and on the Internet is not enough, because children need adults to guide them to the content and help them understand it.

Empirical evidence shows the difficulty of catching students up in middle and high school. Several studies have explored the importance of preparation prior to eighth grade for students to have a reasonable chance of meeting college readiness benchmarks by the end of high school. For example, students who were far off track in eighth grade had only a 10% chance in reading, 6% chance in science, and 3% chance in mathematics of reaching the ACT College Readiness Benchmarks by twelfth grade. In higher poverty schools those numbers were 6%, 3%, and 3%, respectively. Results were similar for students catching up between fourth and eighth grade. The harder it is to get off-track students on track in the upper grades, the more important it is to get them on track in the early grades.

Strengthening Early Learning
What kinds of learning are important to emphasize in the early years? The following are components of a strong preschool and elementary school education.

A strong start in reading (decoding) and mathematics. Educators have long emphasized the importance of learning to read well in the early grades, a belief supported by longitudinal research. Reading consists of two abilities: the ability to identify the words on the page (decoding), and the ability to understand the words once they are identified (comprehension). Decoding is the main constraint on reading ability for beginning readers. Fluent decoding depends on mastering letter-sound relationships and becoming familiar with spelling patterns in the English language. Ensuring that students learn to decode well depends, among other things, on using activities and methods in preschool, kindergarten, and first grade that develop children’s phonological (sound) awareness and their knowledge of the relationship between letters and sounds. Meanwhile, children’s comprehension can be developed in the early grades by reading aloud to them from books that develop their knowledge and vocabulary.

In mathematics, the ability to do simple arithmetic and place numbers on the number line by first grade predicts mathematics performance in fifth grade. Involving preschool and kindergarten students in games that involve number comparisons, counting, and adding can help prevent mathematics difficulties from emerging in the early elementary grades.

A content-rich curriculum. A large part of the achievement gap between advantaged and disadvantaged students may be due to greater vocabulary and content learning by students in advantaged home environments. One study found that kindergarteners' general knowledge of the world was a better predictor of those students’ fifth-grade reading ability than were early reading skills. This is consistent with research showing that reading comprehension, particularly in the upper grades, depends heavily on students’ vocabulary and background knowledge. To develop this knowledge, students need a curriculum rich in content not only in English language arts and mathematics, but also in science, history, geography, civics, and the arts. Development of wide vocabulary and background knowledge takes time. This helps to explain why reading gaps don’t close quickly, and why programs that have been successful in closing math skills gaps have had greater difficulty closing reading gaps. The time required to develop students’ knowledge and vocabulary is one reason why a content-rich curriculum is necessary for students to succeed in early childhood. Early content learning can also stimulate curiosity and interest in subjects such as science, history, and art. Content knowledge is also important for abstract reasoning—an abundance of concrete examples make reasoning easier.

By contrast, explicit instruction in comprehension strategies such as “finding the main idea” and “questioning the author” makes only a limited contribution to students’ reading comprehension. Therefore, instruction in these strategies should not be allowed to take large amounts of time away from content area learning.

A content-rich curriculum can also enhance the effectiveness of a major comprehension strategy—“activating the student’s prior knowledge”—by increasing the amount of prior knowledge possessed by students.

Activities that develop students’ academic and social behaviors. Behaviors such as paying attention, completing assignments, persisting in difficult tasks, and regulating one’s own actions (thinking before acting) play a large role in students’ success in school and later on in life. Educators can lay the foundation for these behaviors in preschool, kindergarten, and first grade by classroom activities that develop children’s “executive function”—their ability to direct their own attention and activity. Programs that target specific desired student behaviors and explicitly teach those behaviors through active learning (students act out or practice the behavior, rather than just being told about it) are effective at improving both behavior and academic achievement.
Barriers to Strengthening Early Learning

Three important barriers to strengthening the early curriculum may be summarized under the heading of A-B-C: accountability system design, beliefs about early learning, and capacity limitations.

Accountability system design. Accountability systems have been designed to create a sense of urgency about improving test scores. However, this has often had the undesirable effect of shortening educators’ time horizons so that they emphasize changes aimed at improving accountability ratings over the short run. These changes can include narrowing the curriculum to deemphasize subjects not tested in the current grade and spending inordinate amounts of time coaching students on how to answer test questions.

By contrast, many steps to improve academic learning and behaviors take time to bear fruit and may not immediately result in higher test scores. For example, implementing an excellent kindergarten and first-grade reading, mathematics, science, social studies, or fine arts program will not immediately affect test results in the older grades. Neither will field trips to science and art museums, nature areas, and historical sites—all of which develop knowledge of the world. Accountability incentives should be modified to recognize efforts that increase student learning over the longer run and promote learning in grades and subject areas not covered on state tests.

Beliefs about early learning. Some educators and policymakers have resisted the introduction of a content-rich curriculum in the early grades because they do not think that it is the right thing to do. Examples of these beliefs include:

- The belief that content learning will be boring to young children. Whether content is meaningful and interesting to students depends largely on how it is taught and on whether students have the prior knowledge needed to appreciate the new information. Good teachers present information in a way that appeals to students’ experience and imagination, and good curriculum developers pay attention to building necessary prior knowledge before introducing new information. Thus, the concern that content learning will be boring is largely a concern about the capacity of the school system to provide sound curriculum and effective teaching.

  - The belief that young students should mainly learn content close to their everyday experience. This belief has held sway mainly in social studies, where a common curricular approach, “Expanding Environments,” focuses on students’ families in kindergarten and first grade, neighborhoods in second grade, and community in third grade, before expanding to state history in fourth grade and US history in fifth grade. This approach can sacrifice four years of student learning about the larger world outside their own communities.

  - The belief that students can learn everything they need later by looking up information online. Understanding and evaluating the cacophony of information and opinion on the Internet—or even knowing what to look up—requires prior knowledge of the subject area being addressed. Further, the ability to look things up does not substitute for prior knowledge when people think or make judgments—learning enough to make informed decisions usually requires sustained study, not just the acquisition of a few isolated pieces of information. Thus, the ready availability of so much information has probably increased the value of early exposure to knowledge.

  - The belief that teaching academic content in science, social studies, and fine arts in the early grades will crowd out essential learning in reading, mathematics, and academic and social behaviors. One promising approach to avoid this problem is to integrate learning in the other subject areas into the reading and writing program, using read-alouds to expose beginning readers to content knowledge and vocabulary. The approach treats content learning as an essential part of the comprehension strand of reading instruction. A pilot program using this approach was found to outperform conventional approaches to teaching reading.

Capacity limitations. Teachers in the early grades may not be well equipped with training, instructional materials, and ongoing professional support to teach all of the necessary content in their classrooms. Addressing this problem requires school districts to upgrade their systems that support teaching and learning, as discussed in the next section.

Importance of a System to Support Early Learning

Improving teaching and learning in the early grades involves not a flurry of disconnected initiatives, but a sustained, coherent, coordinated effort by district and school leaders to provide the necessary support for improving practices at the classroom level. Educator practices learned from research on effective schools can be grouped under five major themes, described in more detail in the ACT Core Practice™ Framework.

Curriculum and academic goals. School districts can support their teachers by developing a clear and specific written curriculum that describes what must be taught in each grade and subject and provides examples of what mastery of
each learning objective looks like. Such a curriculum can address the likely amount of time required to teach each topic and the integration of content across subject areas, issues that are especially important in the early grades.

**Staff selection, leadership, and capacity building.** Teaching a content-rich curriculum across the subject areas places a large premium on teachers’ knowledge and skills, especially for those who teach multiple subjects. This requires the careful selection of school and district leaders who can help teachers improve these skills, as well as the provision of frequent common planning times built into the school’s master schedule where teachers can discuss their students’ learning in an environment of collaboration and trust. Professional development should be carefully chosen to develop the most critical knowledge and skills needed to teach the district’s curriculum in each subject.

**Instructional tools: programs and strategies.** School and district leaders should carefully pilot and evaluate instructional materials they are considering for purchase to make sure those materials address the learning goals in the district’s written curriculum. A similar process based on evaluation, data, and prior research should be used to make decisions about instructional strategies and arrangements—for example, the extent to which teachers in the early grades should specialize in different subjects.

**Monitoring performance and progress.** Monitoring student learning is vital for helping educators make instructional decisions: to identify which students need extra help; to place students in learning groups or intervention programs; to know which concepts need to be retaught; and to identify which lessons, teaching strategies, or instructional materials are working. This requires schools and districts to use assessments in the early grades that are based on the district’s written curriculum. Frequent formative assessment is needed throughout the year in order for teachers to respond quickly to student needs and keep parents informed about how their children are doing.

**Intervention and adjustment.** School leaders need to work with teacher teams to identify and assist students who need extra help. Timely assessments make it easier to identify those students early when assistance can have the greatest impact. The same logic applies to identifying and assisting teachers and entire schools in need of support.

A school district can be said to have a system to improve early learning when changes in any one of these five areas are accompanied by related changes in the other four areas. For example, changes in the district’s written curriculum should be accompanied by matching changes in staff development, instructional resources, assessment, and interventions.

**Conclusion**

Implementing all of the components of a strong early learning program is difficult and requires a sustained district-wide effort to improve teaching and learning in the early grades. Maintaining such an effort requires school leaders and policymakers to promote public awareness of:

1. **The importance of early learning.** Educators and policymakers must help the public understand the reasons why early learning is so important: that later learning builds on early learning; that learning about a sufficiently broad range of topics takes time, and cannot be accomplished exclusively in the later grades; that catching students up from far behind is difficult in the upper grades; and that early learning develops students’ interests and intellectual curiosity, influencing whether they become lifelong learners.

2. **The components of a strong early learning program.** These components include a strong early reading and mathematics program; a content-rich curriculum not only in English language arts and mathematics, but also in science, history, geography, civics, and the arts; and activities designed to develop students’ academic and social behaviors.

3. **The obstacles to strengthening early learning programs.** These obstacles include accountability incentives that encourage educators to focus on short-term results on a few measures; beliefs that an increased emphasis on early content learning is not desirable or necessary; and limitations in the training and support for educators in the early grades.

4. **The importance of a system to improve early learning.** School districts should focus on steadily improving practices at the district, school, and classroom levels in five areas: (a) curriculum and academic goals; (b) staff selection, leadership, and capacity building; (c) instructional programs and strategies; (d) monitoring performance and progress; and (e) intervention and adjustment. They can use information derived from the study of effective schools, such as that contained in the ACT Core Practice Framework, as a guide to their improvement effort.
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